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Bideterministic automata and minimal
representations of regular languages�

Hellis Tamm∗, Esko Ukkonen
Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 68, 00014, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

Bideterministic automata are deterministic automata with the property of their reversal automata
also being deterministic. It has been known that a bideterministic automaton is the minimal deter-
ministic automaton accepting its language. This paper shows that any bideterministic automaton is
the unique minimal automaton among all (including nondeterministic) automata accepting the same
language. We also present a more general result that shows that under certain conditions a mini-
mal deterministic automaton accepting some language or the reversal of the minimal deterministic
automaton of the reversal language is a minimal automaton representation of the language. These
conditions can be checked in polynomial time.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

While the minimization of a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) can be done efficiently
based on the Myhill–Nerode theorem[4, Theorem 3.9], finding a minimal nondeterministic
finite automaton (NFA) for a given language seems to be a more difficult problem. The
decision problem of finding a minimal NFA when given a DFA of a language is a PSPACE-
complete problem[5]. Furthermore, for every regular language there is a unique (up to
isomorphism) minimal DFA recognizing it, whereas there may exist more than one NFA
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of minimal size accepting the given language. However, it is of interest to find sufficient
conditions for an automaton to imply its minimality among all NFAs accepting its language.

This paper presents two minimality results. First, we show that anybideterministicau-
tomaton is the unique minimal automaton among all finite automata accepting the same
language. Bideterministic automata or bideterministic languages have been considered, for
example, in the context of machine learning[1], as a special case of reversible automata
and languages[8], and in coding theory[9]. It has been observed that a bideterministic
automaton is minimal among DFA[1,8]. In coding theory bideterministic trellises—which
is a very restricted class of bideterministic automata—have been known to be minimal. This
kind of trellises appear to correspond to certain codes (linear codes). It has been known that
a minimal deterministic trellis is a minimal trellis for such codes[7]. But we are not aware
of any such result for the general case of bideterministic automata. Second, we present some
sufficient conditions under which a minimal DFA or the reversal of the minimal DFA of the
reversal language is a minimal finite automaton. This is a more general result and actually,
the minimality of a bideterministic automaton can be concluded from that result as well.
We also show that these conditions can be tested in polynomial time. A preliminary version
of this paper appeared in[10].

A finite automaton is a quintupleA = (Q,�, �, I, F ) whereQ is a finite set ofstates,
� is the input alphabet, � : Q × � → 2Q is thetransition function, I ⊆ Q is the set of
initial statesandF ⊆ Q is the set offinal states. An automatonA is deterministicif it has
a unique initial state and if for everyq ∈ Q and everya ∈ �, |�(q, a)|�1; otherwise it is
nondeterministic. Thereversalof an automatonA is the automatonAR = (Q,�, �R, F, I )

where�R(p, a) = {q | p ∈ �(q, a)} for all p ∈ Q anda ∈ �. An automatonA is called
bideterministicif bothA and its reversal automatonAR are deterministic.

Theempty stringis denoted by�. For any stringx = x1...xk, we denote byxR thereversal
of x which is the stringxk...x1.

We define theextended transition function̂� : Q × �∗ → 2Q so that�̂(q, �) = {q}
and �̂(q, xa) = ⋃

p∈�̂(q,x) �(p, a) for all q ∈ Q, x ∈ �∗ anda ∈ �. A string x ∈ �∗

is acceptedby A if there existsq0 ∈ I such that�̂(q0, x) ∩ F = ∅. The setL(A) =
{x | ⋃q∈I �̂(q, x)∩F = ∅} is called thelanguageaccepted byA. Thereversalof a language

L, denoted byLR, is the set of the reversals of all the strings belonging toL. A language
accepted by a bideterministic automaton is abideterministic language.

A minimal automaton is an automaton with the smallest number of states among
all automata that accept the given language.A stateq ofA isusefulif L((Q,�, �, I, {q})) =
∅ andL((Q,�, �, {q}, F )) = ∅. Two statesqi andqj of A areequivalentif L((Q,�, �,
{qi}, F )) = L((Q,�, �, {qj }, F )). Using the Myhill–Nerode theorem, it can be proved
that a deterministic automaton is minimal among all DFAs accepting the same language
if and only if all of its states are useful and no two states of it are equivalent. Two au-
tomata are equivalent if they accept the same language. Given an automatonA, using the
well-known operation of thesubset construction, we obtain an equivalent deterministic
automatonD(A) = (Q′,�, �′, q ′, F ′) [4, Theorem 2.1]. The automatonD(A) is not nec-
essarily the minimal DFA forL(A).

Sometimes a stricter notion of determinism of an automaton than the definition given
above is used by requiring that for allq ∈ Q and a ∈ �, |�(q, a)| = 1 (instead of
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|�(q, a)|�1). This implies that some deterministic automata must have a so-calleddead
stateq∅ such thatq∅ /∈ F and�(q∅, a) = q∅ for all a ∈ �. With this notion of determinism,
the class of bideterministic automata is smaller when compared to the class of bidetermin-
istic automata obtained by using the definition of determinism as above. A deterministic
automaton with a dead stateq∅ cannot be bideterministic as there must be somea ∈ �
for which�R(q∅, a) > 1. For example, while the languageL∗

2 of Example12 in Section3
is bideterministic by our definition of determinism, it is not bideterministic by this stricter
notion of determinism. An example of a language that is bideterministic according to both
definitions is the languageL((0+ 1)((0+ 1)(0+ 1))∗) of Example13.

2. NFA minimization of Kameda and Weiner

Kameda and Weiner[6] have developed a theory for attacking the problem of minimiza-
tion of nondeterministic automata. In the following, we present some definitions and results
from this theory that we will need to prove our results.

Let A = (Q,�, �, I, F ) be an automaton,B = D(A) = (Q′,�, �′, q ′, F ′) andC =
D(AR) = (Q′′,�, �′′, q ′′, F ′′). AsB andC are results of the subset construction applied
on the set of statesQ of A, bothQ′ andQ′′ consist of subsets ofQ.

Definition 1 (Kameda andWeiner [6, Definition 7]). Thestates map (SM)ofA is a matrix
which contains a row for each nonempty state ofB, and a column for each nonempty state
of C. The (i, j ) entry containsq ′

i ∩ qj ′′ (or is blank ifq ′
i ∩ qj ′′ = ∅), whereq ′

i is theith
element ofQ′ andqj ′′ is thej th element ofQ′′. Theelementary automaton matrix (EAM)
ofA is obtained from the SM ofA by replacing each nonblank entry by a 1. Its (i, j ) element
is denoted byeij .

Theorem 2(Kameda andWeiner [6, Theorem 3]).

L((Q′,�, �′, q ′
i , F

′)) = ⋃

j |eij=1
{xR | x ∈ L((Q′′,�, �′′, q ′′, qj ′′))}.

There are observations in[6] that according to Theorem2, any states ofB that have an
identical pattern of 1’s and blanks in the corresponding rows of the EAM ofA, can be
merged (by union, as the equivalent states). Also, because the definitions ofB andC are
symmetric, any states ofC that have the same pattern of 1’s and blanks in the corresponding
columns, can be merged. These observations imply that two states ofB (C) having the same
pattern of blank entries in the corresponding rows (columns) of the SM ofA can be merged.
Rows (columns) of the SM with the same pattern of blank entries are calledequivalent.

Definition 3 (Kameda andWeiner [6, Definitions 8 and 10]). The reduced states map
(RSM) of A is obtained from the SM ofA by merging all equivalent rows and columns.
The merging of two rows (columns) means that they are replaced by a new row (column),
the entries of which are the unions of the entries of the corresponding columns (rows). The
reduced automaton matrix(RAM) of A is formed from the RSM ofA by replacing each
nonblank entry with a 1.
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Let B̂ be the minimal DFA forL(A), obtained fromB by merging by union the equivalent
states, and let̂C be the minimal DFA, similarly obtained fromC, for L(C) = L(A)R.

Lemma 4 (Kameda andWeiner [6, Lemma 3]). TheRSMofA can be obtained from̂B and
Ĉ in the same manner as the SM ofA is obtained fromB andC.

Theorem 5(Kameda andWeiner [6, Theorem 4]). Equivalent automata have a RAM that
is unique up to permutation of the rows and columns.

Definition 6 (Kameda andWeiner [6, Definitions 11–13]). Given an EAM or RAM, if all
the entries at the intersections of a set of rows{q ′

i1
, . . . , q ′

ia
} and a set of columns{qj1 ′′, . . . ,

qjb
′′} are 1’s then this set of 1’s forms agrid. The grid is represented byg = (q ′

i1
, . . . , q ′

ia
;

qj1
′′, . . . , qjb ′′).The gridg containsthe pair(q ′

i , qj
′′) if i ∈ {i1, . . . , ia}andj ∈ {j1, . . . , jb}.

A set of grids forms acoverif every 1 in the EAM (or RAM) belongs to at least one grid in
the set. Aminimum coveris a cover that consists of the minimum number of grids. Given
a cover of an EAM (or RAM), the correspondingcover mapis obtained by replacing each
1 in the EAM (or RAM) by the names of all the grids (in the given cover) it belongs to.

Theorem 7(Kameda andWeiner [6, Theorem 5]). The SM(RSM) of an automatonA is a
cover map, namely, the states ofA appear as a cover of the EAM(RAM) ofA.

By a special rule, an NFA can be associated with any cover of the RAM ofA. The rule is as

follows. LetB̂ = (Q̂′,�, �̂
′
, q̂ ′, F̂ ′), letZ be a cover of the RAM and letf : Q̂′ → 2Z \ ∅

be a function associated withZ which assigns to each statêp of B̂ the set of grids that
intersect the row of the RAM that corresponds top̂. Then the NFA that is associated with
the coverZ is given asM = (Z,�, �, Z0,G) where for allz ∈ Z, z′ ∈ Z, p̂ ∈ Q̂′, and
a ∈ �,

Z0 = f (q̂ ′),
z ∈ G⇔ (z ∈ f (p̂)⇒ p̂ ∈ F̂ ′),
z′ ∈ �(z, a)⇔ (z ∈ f (p̂)⇒ z′ ∈ f (�̂′

(p̂, a))).

However, it may be the case thatM is not equivalent to the original automatonA. To find a
minimal NFA equivalent toA, [6] shows that an algorithm can be used that tests the covers
of the RAM in increasing order of the size to find whether the NFA for the cover is equivalent
to the original automaton. The first equivalent NFA found in this way is a minimal one.
To check the equivalence of two automata, one may constructD(M), find a minimal DFA
equivalent to it and check if the resulting automaton is the same asB̂, although[6] also
proposes another procedure to accomplish the equivalence test.

3. Bideterministic automata are minimal

As we have stated in Section1, bideterministic automata are deterministic automata with
the property of their reversal automata also being deterministic. This means, among other
things, that these automata have a unique initial state and a unique final state.
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We also mentioned that it has been known that a bideterministic automaton is minimal
among the DFAs. Indeed, to show that a bideterministic automaton is the minimal DFA for
the language it accepts, one can, for example, use Brzozowski’s minimization algorithm
which involves reversing, determinizing, again reversing and determinizing the automaton
[3,11]. That is, for an automatonA the minimal DFA can be obtained asD((D(AR))R).
As this algorithm, when applied to a bideterministic automaton, does not change it, it can
be concluded that the automaton is minimal in the class of the DFAs. In the following we
show, using the theory in Section2, that a bideterministic automaton is also minimal in the
class of the NFAs.

Let A = (Q,�, �, q0, qf ) be a bideterministic automaton. Its reversal automaton is
AR = (Q,�, �R, qf , q0) where�R(p, a) = {q} if and only if �(q, a) = {p} for all p ∈ Q,
q ∈ Q, anda ∈ �. Then the automataB andC from Section2 are simplyB = D(A) = A
andC = D(AR) = AR.

Let Q = {q0, . . . , qn−1}. According to Definition1, the SM ofA consists ofn rows
andn columns, with exactlyn non-blank entries{q0}, . . . , {qn−1} in the matrix which are
positioned so that there is exactly one such entry in every row and every column. The
corresponding EAM is basically the same as SM, only these non-blank entries are replaced
with 1’s. As there are no two equivalent rows nor columns in SM, it follows from Definition
3 that the RSM and RAM ofA are the same as SM and EAM, respectively. Since there is
exactly one 1 in every row and in every column of the RAM ofA, we see by Definition6
that every grid in the RAM contains just one row–column pair. Altogether there aren such
grids in the RAM, and moreover, this set of grids is the only cover of the RAM. Because
RAM is unique for all automata acceptingL(A) (Theorem5) and any automaton accepting
L(A) has to have at least as many states as is the number of grids in the minimum cover
of RAM (Theorem7), we conclude thatA is a minimal automaton. We have proved the
following theorem.

Theorem 8. A bideterministic automaton is minimal among all finite automata accepting
the same language.

Next, we show that a bideterministic automaton is uniquely minimal, that is, there do
not exist any other automata with the same number of states that accept the same language.
For this, we first note that as we discussed above, a bideterministic automaton is a minimal
DFA which is known to be unique. Therefore, if any other automaton with the same number
of states exists, it has to be nondeterministic. But this kind of automata do not exist as the
following lemma shows.

Lemma 9. Any nondeterministic automaton equivalent to a bideterministic automatonA

has more states thanA does.

Proof. LetA be a bideterministic automaton withn states. Consider any nondeterministic
automatonA′ that accepts the same language asA does. Nondeterminism ofA′ means that
eitherA′ has multiple initial states or there is a state inA′ from which there are transitions
with the same label to more than one state. In any case, the determinized automatonD(A′)
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must have a statep—a subset of states ofA′—of cardinality more than one. Letp1, . . . , pm
be the states ofA′ comprising that subset,m > 1. Now, the rowp̂ of the states map SM of
A′ corresponding to the statep has to be such that everypj , j = 1, . . . , m, belongs to at
least one entry in that row (because every state ofA′ belongs to some state ofD((A′)R)).
But, as we know that the RAM ofA′ is the same as the RAM ofA (Theorem5), then,
according to the properties of the RAM of a bideterministic automaton as shown above, the
RAM of A′ hasn rows andn columns with exactly one 1 in each row and each column.
Hence the RSM ofA′ has exactly one non-blank entry in each row and each column. As
an RSM is formed by merging the equivalent rows and columns of a SM (Definition3),
the RSM ofA′ must have a row—namely the row that contains the rowp̂ of the SM of
A′—whose only non-blank entry contains allpj , j = 1, . . . , m (and possibly some other
states ofA′). It has also to be the case that the intersection of any two entries of the RSM
of A′ is empty, or otherwise the RSM ofA′ could not have just one non-blank entry in each
row and column. Because there aren rows andn columns and thusn non-blank entries in
the RSM ofA′, it follows thatA′ has at leastn − 1 + m states. As we hadm > 1, we get
thatA′ must have more thann states. �

As a conclusion we may state the following theorem.

Theorem 10. A bideterministic automaton is uniquely minimal.

Proof. Follows from Lemma9 and from the fact that a bideterministic automaton is the
minimal DFA which is unique. �

Remark 11. The proof of Theorem10 is independent from the result of Theorem8.

Example 12. LetLk = {wwR | w ∈ {0,1}k} wherek�0, be a set of strings consisting of
concatenations of any binary string of lengthk and its reversal string. LetL∗

k be the set that
consists of strings obtained by concatenating zero or more times the elements ofLk. Then
for everyk�0,L∗

k is accepted by a bideterministic automaton having 3× 2k − 3 states; the
leftmost automaton in Fig.1 is such an automaton with 9 states acceptingL∗

2. By Theorem
8 we know that this is a minimal automaton recognizing this language and we cannot find
a smaller automaton representation for it.

Example 13.A languageL((0+ 1)((0+ 1)(0+ 1))∗) that consists of all odd-length bi-
nary strings is accepted by a bideterministic automaton shown as the rightmost automaton
in Fig. 1. By Theorem8, this is a minimal automaton accepting this language.

4. More minimality results

From Theorem8 we know that bideterminism is a sufficient condition for a language
to have a property that the size of its minimal deterministic automaton is also the smallest
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Fig. 1. Minimal automaton of the languageL∗
2 of Example12 (at left) and minimal automaton of the language

L((0+ 1)((0+ 1)(0+ 1))∗) (at right).

possible size of any automaton—deterministic or nondeterministic—accepting the same
language. It is of interest to find other conditions that imply similar minimalities. In this
section, we present another, more general minimality result. Actually, Theorem8 follows
from this result as a special case.

The discussion below is based on two automata defined as follows. First, letA =
(Q,�, �, q, F ) be a minimal deterministic automaton and second, letA1 = D(AR) =
(Q′′,�, �′′, q ′′, F ′′) be the automaton obtained from the reversal ofA by the subset con-
struction. Every stateqi ′′ of A1 can also be seen as a subset of the state setQ of A.

Throughout the rest of the paper, we consider the partitions of the state sets ofA and
A1, defined in the following way. Let{Q1

′′, . . . ,Qk ′′} be the partition of the state setQ′′
of A1 into disjoint subsets (equivalence classes) such that any pair of statesq1

′′ andq2
′′ of

A1 belongs to the sameQi ′′, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, if and only if there exist statesqi1
′′, . . . , qil ′′

of A1 such thatqi1
′′ = q1

′′, qil ′′ = q2
′′ andqij

′′ ∩ qij+1
′′ = ∅ for all j = 1, . . . , l − 1.

And let {Q1, . . . ,Qk} be the partition of the state setQ of A into disjoint subsets such that
Qi = ⋃

qj
′′∈Qi ′′ qj

′′ for i = 1, . . . , k.

More intuitively, we divide the state setQ′′ of A1 into disjoint subsets in a way which
ensures that the states ofA1 (as subsets ofQ) belonging to different subsets of the partition
do not intersect. Such partition of the states ofA1 accordingly induces a partition of the
state setQ of A as well if we divideQ into subsets so that each subset is a union of the
states belonging to the corresponding partition subset ofQ′′. These partitions divide the
RAM of A into disjoint submatrixes, and in order to find a minimum cover of the RAM
one can find a minimum cover for each such submatrix and take a union of those covers as
it will be shown shortly below.

Consider the theory of Section2 in the case where the automatonA of that section is the
automatonA given above. Then the automataB andC of Section2are equal to the automata
A andA1, respectively, asB = D(A) = A andC = D(AR) = A1. AsB is equal toA,B is
the minimal DFA acceptingL(A). According to the Brzozowski’s minimization algorithm,
C is the minimal DFA acceptingL(AR) as we can writeC = D(AR) = D(D(A)R) =
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D(D((AR)R)R). Hence the SM ofA is also the RSM ofA (Definitions1 and3, Lemma4).
The number of rows and columns in the RSM (and the RAM) ofA equals to the number of
states ofA andA1, respectively. There is a one–one correspondence between the states of
A and the rows of the RAM ofA, as well as between the states ofA1 and the columns of
the RAM ofA. We denote by RAMi , wherei ∈ {1, . . . , k}, a submatrix of the RAM ofA,
which is formed from the rows corresponding to the states belonging toQi and from the
columns corresponding to the states inQi ′′.

Similarly to Definition6, we say that a set of grids covers some RAMi if every 1 in that
RAMi belongs to at least one grid in the set. Also, we say that a set of grids covers a set
of rows and columns of the RAM if every 1 in these rows and columns belongs to at least
some grid in that grid set.

Lemma 14. LetGi ,wherei = 1, . . . , k, be anyminimal set of grids coveringRAMi .Then
Gi ∩Gj = ∅ if i = j, i, j = 1, . . . , k, andG1 ∪ . . .∪Gk is a minimum cover of the RAM
ofA.

Proof. It is clear that any set of grids covers RAMi if and only if it covers the set of rows
and columns corresponding toQi andQi ′′. According to the definition of the partition of
Q′′, any two states taken fromQi ′′ andQj ′′, wherei = j , have an empty intersection.
Therefore, any two 1’s in the RAM ofA, where the first 1 is in a column that corresponds
to some state ofQi ′′ and the second 1 is in a column corresponding to some state ofQj

′′,
cannot belong to the same grid. It follows thatGi ∩ Gj = ∅. In order to find a minimum
cover of the RAM, one can find a minimal set of grids covering the columns ofQi

′′ (this
set automatically covers also the rows ofQi) for everyi ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and take a union of
these sets. �

Definition 15. A grid is elementaryif it consists of just one 1, that is, one row and one
column. A grid with two or more 1’s in it, that is, two or more rows or columns, isnon-
elementary. A non-elementary grid ishorizontal(vertical) if all of its 1’s are in the same
row (column), that is, if it consists of one row (column).

Lemma 16. Consider the following three conditions:
(a) Every state ofA1 consists of at most two states ofA.
(b) Each state ofA occurs in at most two states ofA1.
(c) Any two states ofA1 have at most one state ofA in common.
If any of the conditions(a), (b)and(c) holds then every non-elementary grid in the RAM of
A is either horizontal or vertical.

Proof.Suppose that there is a non-elementary grid in the RAM ofA that is not horizontal nor
vertical. That is, there is a gridg = (qi1, . . . , qia ; qj1 ′′, . . . , qjb ′′) such thata�2 andb�2.
This implies that there are at least two statesqj1

′′ andqj2
′′ of A1, both of which contain the

statesqi1 andqi2 ofA. If (a) holds then the columns of the RAM ofA corresponding toqj1
′′
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andqj2
′′ must be equivalent. This is not possible, thus we have a contradiction. If (b) holds

then the rows corresponding toqi1 andqi2 must be equivalent. This is not possible either,
thus we have a contradiction in this case, too. If (c) holds then we have a direct contradiction.

�

Lemma 17. If a RAMi , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, has more than one row or column and if every
non-elementary grid in thatRAMi is either horizontal or vertical then there is a minimal
set of grids covering theRAMi , consisting of only horizontal and vertical grids, such that
every horizontal grid in that set covers the corresponding row and every vertical grid in
that set covers the corresponding column.

Proof.Let the assumption of the lemma hold and letGi be any minimal set of grids covering
RAMi . We modifyGi as described in the following. First, we observe that ifGi contains an
elementary grid then there has to be two or more 1’s in the row or the column involved by
such grid, otherwise RAMi would be a 1× 1 matrix. Therefore we can and do replace any
elementary grid inGi either with a horizontal grid covering the corresponding row or with
a vertical grid covering the corresponding column. Also, we replace any horizontal grid in
Gi , which does not cover its corresponding row, with the horizontal grid covering that row
entirely, and we replace any vertical grid inGi , which does not cover its corresponding
column, with the vertical grid covering that column entirely. After these replacementsGi
still covers RAMi and since the number of grids inGi does not increase in the process
(neither can it decrease becauseGi was minimal in the beginning),Gi stays minimal. Thus,
the modifiedGi is as described in the statement of the lemma.�

In the proof of the following lemma we make use of one of the results given in Lemma
24which will appear below in Section5.

Lemma 18. ConsiderQi andQi ′′, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and assume that at least one of the
following three conditions holds:
(a) Every state ofA1 consists of at most two states ofA.
(b) Each state ofA occurs in at most two states ofA1.

(c+) Any two states ofA1 have at most one state ofA in common, and one of the next three
conditions is true: (i) |Qi |�4 or |Qi ′′|�4, (ii) |Qi |�5 and |Qi ′′| > |Qi |(|Qi | −
5)/2 + 5, (iii) |Qi ′′|�5 and|Qi | > |Qi ′′|(|Qi ′′| − 5)/2 + 5.

Then a minimum number of grids that coverRAMi is the minimum of|Qi | and|Qi ′′|.

Proof. Let at least one of the above conditions (a), (b), (c+) hold. If the RAMi is a 1× 1
matrix then it is clear that the statement of the lemma holds. Now consider the case where
the RAMi has more than one row or column.According to Lemma16, any grid in the RAMi
is either horizontal, vertical or an elementary grid. LetGi be a minimal set of grids covering
RAMi , which has the properties specified in Lemma17. Then we may seeGi as a union
of two non-intersecting sets of grids, denoted byGh

i andGv
i , where the setGh

i consists of
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horizontal grids where every grid covers its corresponding row andGv
i consists of vertical

grids with every grid covering the corresponding column. One of these two sets may be
empty.

Obviously, the number of grids inGi cannot be larger than the minimum of|Qi | and
|Qi ′′|. Neither can it be smaller, as we show in the following by contradiction.

Suppose that|Gi | < |Qi | and|Gi | < |Qi ′′|. This implies that bothGh
i andGv

i must be
non-empty. As|Gh

i | + |Gv
i | < |Qi |, then from the fact thatGh

i covers|Gh
i | rows it follows

thatGv
i must cover the remaining of the|Qi | rows, i.e., at least|Qi | − |Gh

i | > |Gv
i | rows.

Also, from |Gh
i | + |Gv

i | < |Qi ′′| and from the fact thatGv
i covers|Gv

i | columns it follows
thatGh

i must cover at least|Qi ′′| − |Gv
i | > |Gh

i | columns. Due to the fact that the RAMi
cannot have equivalent columns nor rows, one horizontal grid can cover at most one column
and one vertical grid can cover at most one row. Therefore, bothGh

i andGv
i have to consist

of at least two grids. Thus|Gh
i |�2 and|Gv

i |�2 which implies|Gi |�4.
If (a) holds then there are exactly two 1’s in every grid ofGv

i . This way, the grids inGv
i

can involve at most|Gv
i | + 1 rows. We had above thatGv

i must cover more than|Gv
i | rows

thus we conclude that the grids inGv
i cover all the rows that they involve. But this implies

Gv
i = Gi , so we have obtained a contradiction.
If (b) holds then there are exactly two 1’s in every grid ofGh

i . This way, the grids in
Gh
i can involve at most|Gh

i | + 1 columns. As we had above thatGh
i must cover more than

|Gh
i | columns then the grids inGh

i cover all the columns that they involve. But this implies
Gh
i = Gi , a contradiction.
If (c+) holds then in case (i)|Qi |�4 or |Qi ′′|�4 the hypothesis that|Gi | < |Qi | and

|Gi | < |Qi ′′| leads to a contradiction since we showed above that|Gi |�4. Now consider
the case (ii)|Qi |�5 and|Qi ′′| > |Qi |(|Qi |− 5)/2+ 5. Then we have|Qi ′′| > |Qi | which
means that|Gi |� |Qi | − 1. Therefore|Gh

i | + |Gv
i |� |Qi | − 1, which can also be written as

|Qi |� |Gh
i |+|Gv

i |+1. Using this last inequality with|Qi ′′| > |Qi |(|Qi |−5)/2+5, we get
that|Qi ′′| > (|Gh

i |+|Gv
i |+1)(|Gh

i |+|Gv
i |−4)/2+5. By Lemma24(c) we know that|Gh

i |
horizontal grids can cover at most|Gh

i |(|Gh
i | + 1)/2 columns. Vertical grids inGv

i cover
|Gv
i | columns. Therefore|Qi ′′|� |Gh

i |(|Gh
i | + 1)/2 + |Gv

i |. Putting two last inequalities
together, we get|Gh

i |(|Gh
i | + 1)/2 + |Gv

i | > (|Gh
i | + |Gv

i | + 1)(|Gh
i | + |Gv

i | − 4)/2 + 5
from which it follows(|Gv

i |−2)(2|Gh
i |+ |Gv

i |−3) < 0. But this cannot hold, since neither
|Gv
i | − 2 nor 2|Gh

i | + |Gv
i | − 3 can be negative. Thus we have obtained a contradiction.

The proof for the case (iii)|Qi ′′|�5 and|Qi | > |Qi ′′|(|Qi ′′| − 5)/2+ 5 is symmetric and
similar to the case (ii). �

Theorem 19. Consider a minimal DFAA andA1 = D(AR) with the partitions of their
state sets{Q1, . . . ,Qk} and{Q1

′′, . . . ,Qk ′′} as described above.Assume that at least one
of the following three conditions holds:
(a) Every state ofA1 consists of at most two states ofA.
(b) Each state ofA occurs in at most two states ofA1.

(c+) Any two states ofA1 have at most one state ofA in common,and for everyi = 1, . . . , k
one of the next three conditions is true: (i) |Qi |�4 or |Qi ′′|�4, (ii) |Qi |�5 and
|Qi ′′| > |Qi |(|Qi | − 5)/2 + 5, (iii) |Qi ′′|�5 and|Qi | > |Qi ′′|(|Qi ′′| − 5)/2 + 5.
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Fig. 2. Minimal DFAA of the languageL(00∗1+ 11∗0) andA1 = D(AR).

If |Qi |� |Qi ′′| for all i = 1, . . . , k, thenA is a minimal automaton acceptingL(A). If
|Qi ′′|� |Qi | for all i = 1, . . . , k, then AR

1 is a minimal automaton accepting
L(A).

Proof. According to the assumptions of this theorem along with Lemma18, a minimum
number of grids to cover RAMi , for i = 1, . . . , k, is the minimum of|Qi | and|Qi ′′|. By
Lemma14, if |Qi |� |Qi ′′| for all i = 1, . . . , k, then a minimum cover of the RAM ofA
consists of|Q1| + . . . + |Qk| = |Q| grids. Similarly, if |Qi ′′|� |Qi | for all i = 1, . . . , k,
then a minimum cover of the RAM ofA consists of|Q1

′′| + . . . + |Qk ′′| = |Q′′| grids.
We know that any automaton equivalent toA cannot have less states than is the number of
grids in a minimum cover of the RAM ofA (Theorems5 and7). We know thatA andAR

1
both acceptL(A) and their sizes are|Q| and|Q′′|, respectively. Therefore, if|Qi |� |Qi ′′|
for all i = 1, . . . , k, thenA is a minimal automaton acceptingL(A). Also, if |Qi ′′|� |Qi |
for all i = 1, . . . , k, thenAR

1 is a minimal automaton acceptingL(A). �

Example 20. In Fig. 2, the leftmost automaton is the minimal DFAA accepting the lan-
guageL(00∗1+11∗0) and the rightmost oneA1 = D(AR) is obtained from the reversal of
A by the subset construction. The partitions of the state sets ofA andA1 divide both sets
into two subsets:Q1 = {1,2,3},Q2 = {4},Q1

′′ = {{1,2}, {1,3}, {2}, {3}},Q2
′′ = {{4}}.

It can be easily verified that all three conditions (a), (b) and (c+) of Theorem19 hold. As
|Q1| = 3 < 4 = |Q1

′′| and |Q2| = 1 = |Q2
′′| then by Theorem19, A is a minimal

automaton.

Corollary 21. Theorem8 follows from Theorem19.

Proof. LetA be a bideterministic automaton. ThenA is a minimal DFA. The automatonA1
of Theorem19isA1 = AR. Since the state sets ofA andA1 coincide and|Qi | = |Qi ′′| = 1
for all i = 1, . . . , k, it is clear that all three conditions (a), (b) and (c+) of Theorem19hold.
As both|Qi |� |Qi ′′| and|Qi ′′|� |Qi | are true for alli = 1, . . . , k, then we may conclude
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Fig. 3. Minimal DFAA of the language{ab, ac, ba, bc, ca, cb} andAR
1 = (D(AR))R.

that bothA and(AR)R are minimal automata acceptingL(A). But these two automata are
the same, so Theorem8 follows. �

In certain cases Theorem19gives two different minimal automata:

Corollary 22. LetAandA1 beautomatameeting the assumptions ofTheorem19. If |Qi | =
|Qi ′′| for all i = 1, . . . , k, andA is not bideterministic thenA andAR

1 are two different
minimal automata acceptingL(A).

Proof.As |Qi |� |Qi ′′| and|Qi ′′|� |Qi | for all i = 1, . . . , k, then, according to Theorem19,
bothA andAR

1 are minimal. IfA is not bideterministic thenAR
1 has to be nondeterministic.

So,A andAR
1 must be different. �

Example 23. Fig. 3 presents two automata given by[2] as examples of two different min-
imal automata accepting the language{ab, ac, ba, bc, ca, cb}. In terms of our theory, the
leftmost automaton is the minimal DFAA accepting that language and the rightmost one is
AR

1 = (D(AR))R. The partitions of the state sets ofA andA1 are the following:Q1 = {1},
Q2 = {2,3,4}, Q3 = {5}, Q1

′′ = {{1}}, Q2
′′ = {{2,3}, {2,4}, {3,4}}, Q3

′′ = {{5}}.
As the assumptions of Theorem19 hold, |Qi | = |Qi ′′| for all i = 1,2,3, andA is not
bideterministic then by Corollary22bothA andAR

1 are minimal, indeed.

5. Algorithms and time complexities

In this section we describe an algorithm for testing the sufficient conditions for mini-
mality given in Theorem19and analyze the time complexity of the algorithm. For a given
minimal DFAA, we want to test whether or not one of the conditions (a), (b) and (c+) of
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Theorem19 holds forD(AR), and if this is the case then we want also to test whether or
not either|Qi |� |Qi ′′| for all i = 1, . . . , k, or |Qi ′′|� |Qi | for all i = 1, . . . , k. While the
subset construction that is needed to produceD(AR) is exponential in the general case, it
turns out that here we can obtain a polynomial time test. This is because we can stop the
construction as soon as we know that conditions (a), (b) and (c+) cannot be true. They can
be true only ifD(AR) has a polynomial number of states. More precisely, the stopping
criterion of the subset construction is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 24. LetK be a collection of non-empty subsets of{1,2, . . . , n}.Then the following
statements hold:
(a) If each member ofK contains at most two elements, then|K|�n(n+ 1)/2.
(b) If any element of{1,2, . . . , n} belongs to at most two different members ofK, then

|K|��3n/2�.
(c) If any two different members ofK have at most one element in common, then |K|�

n(n+ 1)/2.

Proof. In case (a)K is a subset of the set{{i, j} | 1� i�j�n} which hasn(n + 1)/2
elements. Thus|K|�n(n + 1)/2. In case (b) we reason as follows. Leti ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If
i belongs to two members ofK, let these members beA andB. If i belongs to only one
member ofK, let it beA andB = ∅. Otherwise letA = B = ∅. Then defineai = 0
if A = ∅ andai = 1/|A| otherwise, andbi = 0 if B = ∅ andbi = 1/|B| otherwise.
Thenai + bi�3/2 because if either ofai andbi equals 1 and henceA = {i} or B = {i},
the other ofai andbi must be�1/2; otherwise we would haveA = B = {i}. But then
|K| = ∑n

i=1(ai + bi)�3n/2. As |K| is an integer, the claim follows. In case (c), for each
S ∈ K, let PS = {{i, j} | i = j, i ∈ S, j ∈ S} if S contains at least two elements and
PS = {{i}} if the single element ofS is i. As two different members ofK can have at
most one element in common,PS ∩ PS′ is empty wheneverS = S′, that is, the setsPS are
pairwise disjoint subsets of the set{{i, j} | 1� i�j�n} with n(n+ 1)/2 elements. Hence
the number of different setsPS , which is the same as|K|, is �n(n+ 1)/2. �

Theorem 25. For aminimal DFAAwithn states,one can test in timeO(n4 log n)whether
or notA satisfies the sufficient conditions of Theorem19 for minimality.

Proof.We will describe a test algorithm and analyze its running time.
The algorithm first buildsA1 = D(AR), using the subset construction. Recall that (an

incremental version of) the subset construction algorithm works by generating new candi-
date states forD(AR) from the already accepted states. Each new candidate is a subset of
the states ofA. The candidate is generated by putting together the states ofA to whichAR

has transitions with the same input symbol from states that constitute an already accepted
state ofD(AR); at the beginning the only accepted state consists of the initial states ofAR.

For each new candidate the algorithm tests whether or not the candidate has already been
accepted. To make this test fast we keep the already accepted states in a tree structure,
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called thestate trie. In the state trie an accepted state(a1, . . . , ak) wherea1 < · · · < ak
are some states ofA, in increasing order, is represented by a leaf that is reached along the
patha1, a2, . . . , ak from the root of the trie. As the branching factor of such a trie is O(n),
we can test in time O(k log n) whether or not a new candidate state whosek elements are
given in the increasing order has already been accepted.

Now, to test the condition (a) of Theorem19, we note first that by Lemma24 (a) the
condition can be true only if there are O(n2) states inD(AR). Each accepted state generates
� |�| candidate states where� is the alphabet ofA whose size is assumed to be constant.
Hence the total number of candidate states is O(|�|n2) = O(n2). Each new candidate
can be generated in time O(n) by scanning through the transition function ofAR. In fact,
to generate the next candidate state from a current accepted stateX of D(AR), scan the
transition function and find for eachq ∈ X the list of states that can be reached in one
transition step fromq with a fixed input symbol. As in our case|X|�2, there can be at
most two such lists, each of length�n. Then merge these lists into sorted order (to remove
duplicates and to prepare for the state trie search). AsA is deterministic, the size of the
transition function ofA and hence also ofAR is O(|�|n) = O(n). Hence a new candidate
can be generated fromX as described above in time O(n), and the total time for candidate
generation becomes O(n3). If a new candidate has more than two states then we know that
(a) is not true. Otherwise we add the candidate to the state trie if it is not already there.
As the height of the trie is 2, this takes time O(log n) per candidate, hence O(n2 log n)
altogether.

Similarly, to test the condition (b) of Theorem19, we note that by Lemma24 (b) the
condition can be true only ifD(AR) has O(n) states. The total number of the candidate
states is therefore O(n). An accepted state as well as a new candidate can now have O(n)

elements. Each candidate can be generated in time O(n2 log n). This bound comes from
merging the O(n) lists, each of length O(n), to put the elements of the candidate in the
increasing order. The total time for candidate generation becomes O(n3 log n). That no
element of the candidate occurs in more than one already accepted state can be tested in
O(n) time using simple bookkeeping of the usage of each element. If some element already
occurs in two accepted states, condition (b) is not true. Adding an accepted candidate to the
state trie takes time O(n log n) as the height of the trie is O(n). The total time for acceptance
of the candidates is therefore O(n2 log n).

Finally, consider the condition (c+) of Theorem19. This condition consists of two parts:
the first is the condition (c) of Lemma16and the second is a condition involving comparisons
of the sizes ofQi andQi ′′ which we will discuss shortly below. To test the first part of
(c+), we see that by Lemma24(c) the condition can be true only ifD(AR) has O(n2) states.
That makes the total number of the candidate states to be O(n2). A next candidate can be
generated from a current accepted state in time O(n2 log n) in the same way as in case (b).
Thus the total time for candidate generation is O(n4 log n). Checking that a candidate does
not have more than one common state with any of the accepted states can again be done in
O(n) time by bookkeeping techniques. Adding an accepted candidate to the state trie takes
time O(n log n). The total time for acceptance of the candidates is therefore O(n3 log n).

To summarize, we have shown so far that testing (a), (b) and the first part of the condition
(c+) can be achieved in time O(n4 log n). We have still to evaluate the sizes of classesQi

′′
andQi . To this end, let us construct a graph(Q,E) with nodesQ and edgesE whereQ
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is the set of the states ofA andE contains(u, v) if and only if u andv belong to the same
state ofD(AR). SetE can be built fromD(AR) at least in O(n4) time. As the set of the
nodes of each connected component of this graph equals someQi , we get the sizes of the
Qi ’s just by counting the number of the nodes of each connected component. This can be
done by forming the components using the standard algorithm in time O(n2). Finally, the
number of statesqj ′′ of D(AR) that together form the classQi ′′ and hence cover the class
Qi which corresponds to our component can be evaluated combined with the construction
of the component itself. We just need to associate with each nodeq ∈ Q the names of all
statesqj ′′ that containq, and then count the total number of different names associated with
a connected component. The total time requirement stays O(n4 log n). �

The algorithm in the proof of Theorem25could possibly be made asymptotically faster.
Our goal was just to show that the test can be done in polynomial time.
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